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Analysing the merits of special fitments is difficult but interesting. Awarding the
prize is just difficult. So many of these modifications deserve recognition in their
way, but it is the penalty of competition that all cannot win.

The points that the judging panel have borne in mind are practical value in
general use, soundness of design and construction, cost, and originality. Under the
first heading lockers must come high, and the examples by R. R. Waller and G. J.
Edridge ("Review", December 1962) are good. Waller's was, I believe, a professional
job and beautifully made. Edridge's home-made, probably cheaper but just as

sturdy and neat as necessary.

The space-lacking Series I hardly permits of a permanent storeroom being in-
corporated, and thus Edridge's noses out Waller's on the score of ingenuity. But
lockers are lockers and not very original, good though they are. (On the very day
these notes were planned a light-hearted claim to be the originator of the Land-Rover
locker arrived as a P.S. to a letter from member Ian McVicker, who says that he
fitted one in 1953.)

Herb Ririe's water tank behind the front bumper ("Review", June 1962), is a
well-built and designed extra but is only of interest to owners who are likely to be

a very long way from civilization - likewise his spare spring mounting, and spare

oil can stowage. The value of H. B. Light's many modifications ("Review", March
1962), is limited to touring in civilised countries and although his "cow-catcher"
lamp guard would present a challenge to the most light-fingered Neapolitan urchin,
how often are lamps stolen ?

The fitting with the most universal application, which is simple, well thought out,
well made, and most original, is Bill Siebert's dust deflector. This should work and

be a boon not only in dust but, to some extent, on wet roads. The Rover Company's
Assistant Chief Engineer (Land-Rover), Mr. T. A. Barton, is at the moment testing
a similar fitting. If it works the prize will go to Siebert. If it doesn't, the award will
go to Ririe on the score of neat design and construction of fittings which, although
of specialized application, have obvious value and do not in any way restrict the use

of the Land-Rover.
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Tt is with sreat Dleasure that we once again submit to
I uo., u coirpreliensive report of our activities here in

I"Soutl-rern Af.ica. We have always been fortunate to
have amongst our numbers a few real cross-country
adventurersi and just recently the Haeusler and

Pfi.tzmann families have taken off on their separate ways

on trans-African journeYs.

Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Haeusler will be arvay from their
lovely estate for just on fifteen months, journeying
u"rort Africa, Jordin, Iraq, Turkey, Afghanistan, India,
China, Austialia, New Zealand, South, Central and

North America and Canada. They are not new to this
vast travelling having undertaken a similar trip in.1959'
Bv combininE nis mowledge of previous overland trips
together witlitris professional knowledge of.engineering,
Mi. Haeusler has come up with a very special vehicle to
undertake this far-reaching journey. Briefly, this vehicle
is a Series II, 109 in. chassls, petrol model with modified
suspension to take care of the heavier bo-dy construction
and'load. It is completely self-contained-almost like a

iirauatt-having lockers, gas stove, hanging lockers and

double-bunk fitted with deep foam rubber mattresses,
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and is finished off internally with very attractive curtains'
Underneath the bunk there is also ample storage space'

A special feature of this vehicle is that there are no
exteinal domestic fittings (e'g. gas cylinders, water tank-s),

but only water tanks for the engine and two lockers for
spares fitted on the front. Fven the-spare wheels (two)
are stowed internally. Provision has been made to carry
100 gallons of petiol in specially -fitted tanks located
undeineath and lmmediately Uehlid the seats : there is
also a tank to carry 20 gallons of drinking water'
These tanks are located in such positions so as not to
adverselv affect the centre of gravity of the vehicle'
Special ventilators afford the vehicle almost true air-
-6nditioning. Another feature (and one which we think
most necesiary) is a I cubic ft. capacity -refriggrator
operated by heat frorn the exhaust manifold. This is
c6ncealed in a most accessible position immediately
behind the driver's seat. Provision has also been made

for slinging (dock-loading) by means of special brackets
fitted t6 tls chassis. The preliminary bodywork was

executed by a local firm to ihe exclusive des]Sn ol MI'
Haeusler. bur latest news of Mr. and Mrs. Haeusler is

from Nyasaland, saying that they are heading for Juba
(Sudan) and thence northward to Egypt.

Our other adventurers, Dr. F. W. K. Pfitzmann and
his family, are headed across Africa (through.the
Rhodesiai,-Tanganyika, Uganda, Sudan and Egypt) to
Germany.-They haie left to settle in lurope-and we here

have losi very keen and faithful members. Their vehicle
is a 1957 Long Station Wagon, very well equipped for a



journey of this calibre. Dr. Pfitzmann, like the Haeuslers,
is no stranger to overland journeys, having previously
journeyed overland to East Africa, South West Africa
and to normally inaccessible places in Portuguese Africa.
He has been accorded honorary life membership of our
Club and we expect to be in constant touch with him.
The last we heard the family were heading for I(ampala
(Uganda). We hope that members of the Land-Rover
Owners' Club on other continents will have the oppor-
tunity of meeting up with the adventurous Haeusler and
Pfitzmann families.

However, nearer home, we still maintain the spirit of
adventure. During 1962 Geoff Coles, Herb Ririe, and
Frank Fernandes went on a hunting safari in Northern
Rhodesia but reported that the hunting was not altogether
successful. However, they did enjoy good buffalo
hunting.

Dennis Groves, who is the Curator of the Transvaal
Snake Park, and recognised as being one of the most
eminent herpotologists in Africa, is another of our
members who undertook a safari during 1962. Driving
his Regular Station Wagon (the rear door of which is
emblazoned with a drawing of a large life-like python)
he journeyed to the Rhodesias, Mocambique and East
Africa in search of new creepy-crawlies (snakes, lizards,
insects, etc.). Unfortunately, as this article is penned,
Dennis lies seriously ill in hospital, having been bitten by
a deadly snake. We understand, however, that except for
the amputation of his left index-finger, due to the

gangrene set up by the venom, he will be back in business
within the month. As a matter of interest the doctors
told Dennis some time ago (to be more precise eight bites
ago) that the next would be his last. But he is still
going strong !

An organised Club safari journeyed to Ponte de Ouro
(Mocambique) over Easter weekend, 1962. Martin
Lomey, John Ward, Frank Dandridge, Reg Whitley and
Dr. Harel were amongst the party. A11 enjoyed them-
selves transversing the tracks-which are anything but-
and the fishing on this rugged coast was good. Members
were afforded the grand opportunity of driving along the
deserted beach for over 70 miles from Ponte de Ouro
and we think that it was this that persuaded them to take
part in this particular safari.

The Clarksons were two other members who journeyed
to Mocambique. This is a yearly expedition of theirs.
In the Land-Rover Owners' Club of Southern Africa, the
name of Clarkson is normally synonymous with club
administration, but here too the adventurous spirit is
most surely not dormant. With courage, patience and
hard toil, Maureen and Tom Clarkson have built, in
their spare time, a luxurious cabin cruiser. They have
perched it on a well-designed, heavy-duty home made
trailer, added a Series II petrol-engined Long truck cab
(modified by them to a hard top) on the front end, and
traversed little known places on the coast of Mocam-
bique, using the small fishing hamlet of Sao Martinho as
their base-camp. The Land-Rover has certainly earned
its salt with this couple. To witness the launching of
their craft is an experience where the versatility of the
Land-Rover is again conclusively proved. Launching a
sea-going craft of this size 4nd weight from one of
Africa's raw and typically sandy beaches is a feat which
deserves applause for man, woman and I-and-Rover.
Whilst in transit the vessel does not have a parasitic
existence for at night it is used as a caravan.

Our Winter Rally was a great success and we enjoyed
the pleasure of having more entrants than we have
previously been able to attract. Competitors were driving
for the Winter Rally Trophy-a magnificent floating
trophy which was donated to the Club by Maureen and
Tom Clarkson. The course was perhaps the most
gruelling yet encountered being laid over mine dumps-
large steep hills composed of very fine sand of extremely
plugging quality, unearthed in the processing of go1d.

IT
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It is hoped later this year, towards the end of the
hunting setson but before the rains start, that the Club
will be able to take advantage of Bill's invitation to us to
join him on a photographic safari exploring the vastness
of his territory-I8,000 square miles.

At the start of February we held our most successful
competition event so far, a Rally for the Harold Leon
Spring Floating Trophy. The turnout was most gratj[y-
ing, tiie organiiation was excellent, and we had a public
gallery of six to seven hundred I The Ra1ly was filmed
6y our major newsreel, "African Mirtor", and also by a
representative from BBC Television. It really is most
rewarding for us to be given this V.I.P. treatment and
recognition. Our local newsreel only attends functions
whic-h are worthwhile ; it is nice to know that they think
that we are worth national interest, for this newsreel goes

on the country-wide circuit of cinemas. We had nineteen
entrants and the R.ally was decided as follows :

1st T. L. Clarkson 3rd G. M. Chandler

2nd G. Coles 4th B. Siebert

Film shows have been another very popular attraction.
We have enjoyed various technical shows as well as a
very fine screening of pictures and a lecture by -Mr.
Haeusler of his previous trip overland in 1959. Members
also gathered foi a lecture given by fellow-member Dennis
Grovls who expounded in layman's language the in-
tricacies of snakes and their venom, bites, habits, etc. We
all benefited from this and are now much better informed
as far as herpotology is concerned.

We understand that a group are proceeding to Ponte
de Ouro again in April and we hear that Geoff Coles,
Frank Dandridge, Reg Whitley, Derek Nel, Joe van Dyk
and David Stirling hope to be there. Out membership
is growing and the century mark is near. We are sure
that our readers will agree with us when we state that
we have a unique Club here south of the Equator, the
facilities of whiih we will gladly share with our fellow-
members in other lands, should they pass this way.

M.q.unerN Cranr<soN
February 1963.
Johannesburg

.lorg "Doc" Ribi washes his vehicle down after the ralll lbr
tfre Harold Lcon 'froph1.
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A group of f hlb ntcnrbcrs meet'.rt fhe lirot ol'tllc hills leading

to thc Sani I'ass.

By utilising courses of this nature, we are able to duplicate
the desert conditions encountered in the Sahara and the
Kalahari to an extent so true as to baffie even the
veteran of these desert conditions. Bruce Gilbert-Smith,
the Rover Company's much-travelled representative,
was heard to say to our Chairman whilst he was on a
demonstration safari with him that our mine dump
courses were the finest simulation of the desert condi-
tions that he had yet encountered. Competition was
keen and there was very little to separate the final
placings. However, the result was most humourous-(but
yet embarrassing) for Tom Clarkson was judged to have
won the trophy. He, under the circumstances, elected to
be penalised further ! The eventual winner was "Doc"
Ribj. Doc is well-knowrL to practically every member of
the Club, and he is our Sani Pass expert. An ex-
oerienced mountaineer of Swiss extraction, his Land-
hou.. seems to have inherited his qualities as is frequently
proved by his scientific and sometimes hair-raising
demonstrations. Fiery enthusiasm of this nature is not
often encountered and Doc well deserved the laurels.
He is the founder and president of the Blue Scarf
Mountain Rescue Club and he has dedicated himself and
his trusty vehicle to this worthy cause. We consider that
the Inteinational Red Cross is fortunate in sharing the
camaraderie of Doc with us.

Our Chairman, Bill Siebert, was kept fully occupied
with the winter hunting season. Bill's base is in the
Okavango Swamp region of Bechuanaland from where
his safaii company operates but he is kept informed of
club activities 

-and 
we, in our turn, ate kept up-to-date

with his activities. Any urgent information for Bill
concerning the club is normally transmitted through his
Johannesb--urg office to his bush headquarters, 1,000-miles
distant, and-is received in his radio-equipped Land-
Rover. We think that Bill's occupation is to be envied,
for although hard work is involved he is able to be in
the very hdart of mother nature for close on six months
of the year. His vehicles (a11 Land-Rovers) are called
upon to negotiate territory where previously- only. the
wild animali of Africa roamed. Danger lurks behind
every bush and he has to be on the alert all the time.
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eet the Alaska and Cassiar-Stewart Highway
driver. In the ancient liturgy of the Church there : ,

is an invocation in the Litany which goes like
this, "From the fury of the Northman : good Lord
deliver us". This was written at the time of Ethelbert
and the Danish raids against England, but in the 20th
century it has an apt application, particularly along the
Alaska and the Cassiar-Stewart Highways in north-
western Canada. Those who have driven these all-
weather gravel highways will intone the invocation like
the British of old, and fervently conclude it with a
resounding o'Amen".

For drivers along these two highways are unlike any
others. The cab drivers of Paris have attained a certain
distinction ; London drivers are also famous, and a
commuter in Los Angeles has a niche in this category
all to himself-not forgetting, of course, those mad
drivers in Tokyo. None, however, can compare with the
Alaska Highway and Cassiar-Stewart drivers who think
nothing of driving down the centre of the road, hidden
from view by a screen of dust and a shower of rocks.

There are some who say that this breed of driver has
a "devil-may-care" philosophy, but actually, to give them
their due (and not necessarily the devil's due) they expect
to be treated in the same way. It is remarkable to note
the number of crosses at the side of the road marking
the point of contact between the normal o'offside"

driver and the "nearside" driver.
One must not conclude, however, that because the

philosophy of driving in the Yukon, northern British
Columbia and Alaska is different, that it is murderous.
In other ways, there are no drivers in the world who are
more considerate and more gentlemanly. Everyone
carries extra gas in jerrycans, and the unfortunate

'tr lrere arc niaiestic nnountain ]icws nt even.l turn on tNre
( rr:sitr-Stetrarl I liglrnar.

These road signs at Walqon Lahe lron'f fell 1ou nhere you
are going - onll nhere loir rnight have come from l

motorist who lets his tank run dry can always beg a
couple of gallons of gas to see him to the next service
station. No good Alaska Highway driver will pass a car
which seems to be in trouble, for by so doing he would
violate the code of chivalry whicli exists in Canada's
northland.

Last summer I set off from Whitehorse, the capital of
the Yukon Territory, to begin a journey into yesterday
to visit the ghost towns of northern B.C. in connection
with a book I am writing. I collected a Land-Rover at
Taylor's Tune-up Centre : here was a truly remarkable
bit of machinery, and not just because of its world-
renowned trade-mark. It was, as it stood in Taylor's
garage, unique in that it had the highest polish and the
cleanest windows of any vehicle in Whitehorse.

Within a few hours Jim Taylor's work had proved to
be in vain. The rear windows were a chocolate brown,
the bright red paint was browno the windshield was
brown except for where the wipers had cleared a half-
moon. I, the normally well-behaved city driver, suddenly
emerged as an Alaska Highway driver, full of fury at
those "cheechakos" who didn't know how to drive a
gravel road. "As in Rome, do as the Romans do", I
said to myself.

Very quickly I discovered that the driver of a Land-
Rover is a man of distinction ; it took twice as long to



get gassed-up as the normal vehicle because of the
questions asked. And when one Land-Rover meets
another on the highway-a common occurance, by the
way-the sound of the greetings which follows is
invariably deafening.

The area into which I was going was just being re-
opened after lying forgotten and neglected for nearly a
hundred years. For a few short years in the middle
1870's, the Cassiar district of northern B.C. was a
bonanza for the thousands who went into the area to
dig for placer gold. As a result, several towns emerged
in the forest, and for a few years they boomed. Then
they died, to leave their shells rotting in the northern
wilderness.

Today this once-forgotten land is receiving a great
deal of attention, as a modern gravel highway is being
pushed through to link the Alaska Highway with the
deep-sea port of Stewart, a distance of 320 miles' Known
as the Cassiar-Stewart Highway, it will be completed in
1966. But already, geological and engineering parties
are in the field with their hardy Land-Rovers, preparing
the way for the fulfilhnent of the destiny of the Cassiar.

Sunrmer was late in arriving, and as June 1962 passed
into history, flood waters still swirled over some parts of
both highways, making travel exceedingly difficult. The
fact that the final goal of my little expedition was not
reached was not the fault of the Land-Rover ; it could
handle all the floodings without difficulty. But gas at
91.5 cents a gallon at Telegraph Creek did what neither
flood nor the fury of the Northmen could accomplish.

The main goal ahead of me was the deserted town of
Laketon, with its ruined court-house and abandoned
buildings-a sort of mystery town which few people had
ever photographed, let alone visited. In the excellent
B.C. Archives in Victoria there was not a single picture
of Laketon, and even information about it was sketchy.
On my way there, between getting out of the Land-Rover
to clean the windshield (a hopeless, but necessary task)
and greeting comrades in other Rovets, I couldn't help
but think of Laketon's most notorious chatacter,
Mr. Sam Sing.

Sam Sing had two occupations ; drinking and mining.
The iatter was the curse of the former and the former the
curse of the latter. When he was in his cups he saw
terrible, frightening Chinese devils who chased him up
and down the main street, a truly vexing situation. One
day, Sam Sing went to the Gold Commissioner to ask
for a special permit to shoot his antagonists. A splendid
document was drawn up which bore the "signature" of
Daniel O'Connor, the Irish nationalist, and Sam Sing
was in business.

That night Laketon was in an uproar. Bullets rico-
cheted everywhere, people ducked for cover, the saloons
closed up, and the local law enforcement officers buckled
on their shooting irons. Sam Sing was standing in the
middle of the street, a pistol in one hand and the permit
in the other. Of all the people in Laketon, only Sam was
doing anything about the invasion of the dreaded
Chinese devils.

A couple of days later, the Chinese community was in
deep mourning, for Sam Sing had gone to join his
illustrious ancestors. An expensive coffin (costing $25-
in advance) was purchased and a greal funeral feast was

\ot ii lukr lriri j r.,tiiyrl:1 ol) Jilr Iiiqltn:tr llijrlt iirr.
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prepared. The next morning, when Sam's sad friends
came to nail down the coffin lid, Sam suddenly sat
straight up and let out an awful roar. His friends were
horrified and, screaming Oriental invocations, headed
for the tall timbers.

Poor Sam. Nobody felt sorry for him, even though he
was suffering the agonies of the greatest of his many
hangovers. But, rising to the occasion, he lived for three
days on the funeral feast. One thing bothered him ;
nobody, but nobody, would even say "Hello" to him.
His friends would look at him and say, "This is not Sam
Sing, our friend ! Sam Sing is dead". And they would
add, in hushed tones, that when he died the devil took
over his body, while Sam Sing went ro his sweet repose.
Therefore, this was not Sam Sing at all, but the devil
himself, who stood before them. Thus was Sam Sing,
the greatest devil fighter in the Cassiar, ostracized from
society.

And I thought of a certain Miss Irving, who made
quite a name for herself as a singer in Victoria and
decided to take a bit of culture to the hard-working
miners of the Cassiar-whether they wanted it or not.
At Miss Irving's first concert the house was packed, and
she showed a profit of $80 for her night's work. She
grandly announced a second performance. Alas, for
Miss Irving, one concert had been enough ; nobody
turned up for the second and sophisticated culture
vanished from the camp, the boys preferring Dancing
Bill Latham's terpsichorean palace.

Laketon, Centreville, Porter Landing, McDame Post,
and over in the rich Atlin goldfields, Discovery, fell under
the spell of my Land-Rover companion and I.

Finally, it was time to return to Whitehorse, and to
turn the vehicle back to Jim Taylor. It was a sad parting,
my going "outside", and my little red Land-Rover being
left to the fury of the Northmen. I could only hope that
Jim would fulfill the second part of the ancient invocation
to the Northmen: "Good Lord, deliver us Land-Rovers !"
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done.

Dncplrenn 271h.
Dig out the Land-Rover. Mike starts work towing

cars and vans and taking milk churns up to the main
road two miles away. The road to Clearbrook is blocked
except to Land-Rovers.

DBcBl,reBn 28th.
More snow. Almost a routine now.

Decrmsnn 29th.
Bitterly cold. Driving snow all day. Perhaps it is not

goin-e to thaw yet. Made a sortie for Princetown via

[.{oping on fodd*r lrt tho l)artmo{.rr Xnn. }lerriralc. ['ll(]l{r
i!l)orr slro$q rtndif ions rxlh j mile Ironr !lt-r'rilale,

eavy snow on Dartmoor is by no means so unusual.
We have some snow every year and for a couple of
days life slows down and only essential work gets

Soon the thaw brings life back to normal.

The Diary of South-Western

Area member Molly Ollis,

who lives with
husband lVlichael at Hoo Meavy,

Yelverton, Devon.

t

Tavistock, the more direct road being blocked. Met up
with another Land-Rover party trying to battle through
to pick up a friend who had slept the night in his vehicle
on the Princetown/Tavistock road and had eventually
walked through to Tavistock. This was the night of the
really severe storm. We had to give up trying to get
through to Tavistock as the blizzard was so intense that
a man walking beside the Land-Rover could not be seen
if he took his hand off it.

DpcnMsrn 30th.
Cut off. So is everywhere else. The first call for aid

was from the District Nurse, "Could we get out?" We
would have a very good try ! Armed with flasks of hot
coffee we set out at 9.00 a.m. and met the first big drift
a mile out. Digging. Eventually we were the first vehicle
into Tavistock. Drove with the District Nurse all day,
but the expectant mothers still had to walk down to the
road as it was quite impossible to reach their front doors.

Sour nur rHAT wEEK.

Rang Chief Inspector Gardiner of the R.S.P.C.A.
"Just give a shout if we can help". Each morning as a
regular thing we tow cars, carry milk churns, deliver
food.

J.q.Nu,q.nv 3rd.
Snowing very hard all day. First call from Inspector

Gardiner. Now the real work starts.

LIpB spcol,{rs cONFUSED FROM THAT DAy oN.
Helicopters from the Royal Navy at Culdrose and the

Royal Air Force at Chivenor have established a pick-up
point for fodder and men outside our village. One
Land-Rover is permanently on duty towing the fodder
trailer and generally "feeding the chopper". Others take
parties out on to the moor as far as a Land-Rover will
go to search for sheep on foot. Even when a sheep is
completely buried you can sometimes see where it is by

i ' rir,.;l
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a yellow stain where it breathes. We make occasional
trips to Princetown to reinforce Alfred Honeywell who
is driving a Land-Rover from Sopers of South Brent on
behalf of the Pony Protection Society. It took eight men
to help one sick pony-and most of the day to do it.

A1l the time a steady stream of requests for help come
in from neighbours or by telephone. Our telephone
number is getting more well-known. I work with the
Land-Rover all week and Mike takes over at the week-
ends. John Gregory lends his Land-Rover while he is
working. At weekends, both he and Joan drive or walk
the moors searching. Barry Vaughan seems to be out
on the moor full-time-he must have a co-operative
employer. More members help from time to time but
moit are farmers and have their own problems. Lt. W.
Birkbeck, R.M., a L.R.O.C. member himself, has been
flying one of the helicopters. Mike is in demand as

navigator for his local knowledge of the moor.

Lrnding {bdder into r helicuplcn flown b1 Soulh-\\estrrn
rnrnrber tr-t. 1\. Birlihe'ck. t{"\t.

During the week the Royal Marine Motor PooL are
all out on the moor. Ray Williams and the members of
the M.T. Section of the Devon and Dorset Regiment,
who we see so regularly at Club trials in friendlier
weather, were hard at work until they were all posted to
Denmark. At the weekends the Civil Defence is out in
force. The Devon Constabulary also have a number of
Land-Rovers on their strength and their men act as
guides to amateur crews.

With the best will in the world all our Land-Rovers
have been stuck at least once. Club reconnaissance Rule
One, to travel always in pairs, was useful more than
once. Some of the recoveries have been of other Land-
Rovers-one man, who shall be nameless, was on his
roof in a ditch.

Recovering the big lorries is most spectacular. There
was a furniture van stuck in our front gate, its offside
jammed against the granite gatepost. Luckily the
Land-Rover was inside the gate so we could winch the
tail round first. Then we dealt with a fodder lorry which
had skidded and parked itself between two petrol pumps.
A tractor had failed to pull it out because it was skidding
too badly so we anchored the tail of the Land-Rover to
a bulldozer with its bucket dug into the packed snow
and winched the lorry out. We pulled an eight-wheeler
out of a ditch with the winch and its own engine. Then
we towed it backward for nearly a mile on the ice.

In general we tow first and winch only if that fails as
towing is faster and more flexible. Winching is often
essential to recover ourselves. A11 the roads have very
convenient telegraph posts every 50 yards which act as
anchors for winching. When that fails there is always a
lump of granite somewhere under the snow to tie on to
if you can dig down to it. Or use a passing bulldozer as
with the fodder lorry. One bulldozer has as its sole job
keeping the road to Princetown open.

Only 42 days work so far and surely spring and the
thaw, and the floods, can't be far away !
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RUSSIAN COUSIN
TO THE

LAND-ROVER
A Volga saloon in the "Review" ! But it's nothing

like a Land-Rover - or is it ?

Underneath the bonnet of this Russian car is a Rover
2tlifte diesel engine, identical to that fitted to any diesel
Land-Rover built since September 1961. More than
1,400 of these units are being supplied for fitting to the
Volgas. Although these cars were primarily intended for
use as taxis in Belgium and Central Europe, a very
considerable interest has also been shown by private
motorists. No diesel engines of comparable size and power
to the Rover unit are manufactured in Russia.
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6y SIR FITZROY MACLEAN, BT., C.B.E., M.P.

/-\f recent years my wife and I have taken to wander-
t f ing about the Near East in a Land-Rover. We have

- driven to Persia. We have skirted along the
southern coast of Turkey and reached the borders of
Syria. And on every trip we have made, our route,
both on the way out and on the way back, has lain
through Yugoslavia. Apart from my own personal
predilection for the country and its people, it is the
obvious way to go. Yugoslavia also happens to be an
ideal country for motoring about in and has any amount
to offer to the visitor, for it is a country of the most
tremendous diversity of scenery and everything else.

Ten years ago, Yugoslavia, for all its fascination, was
inclined to be grim. It was impossible to forget that you
were in a Communist country, though even then Yugo-
slav communism was of an unusual kind. Now there has
been a change. The regime has mellowed and evolved.
There is far less austerity, the atmosphere is a great deal
more cheerful. The standard of living has gone up ; the
people are gayer and better dressed ; there is more in the
shops ; the last traces of an Iron Curtain are fast
disappearing ; foreigners are welcome everywhere. And
finally, the hotels and restaurants have improved out of
all recognition. This is now so even in some quite small
places. A particularly interesting experiment has been
made at Sveti Stefan, far down to the south on the
Montenegrin littoral. Here a former pirate stronghold,
situated on an island linked to the mainland by a cause-
way, has been taken over and its ancient stone houses
converted into a number of well but simply furnished
individual apartments, each with its own bathroom, and

Sreii Stefan. $nce d pirrte strorrghold. is iln lulu6uilN \t'rfing
firr r ltolidar,

all served by an excellent restaurant on a terrace high
above the Adriatic. You can swim in the deep warm
blue water, either off the rocks or from the white sandy
beach which stretches away for miles along the coast. In
the bigger towns, of course, and in the better-known
resorts of Slovenia and Dalmatia there are any number
of good hotels and restaurants, where you can eat both
local specialities and more conventional Western
European dishes. In Dubrovnik devotees of night life
will find their way to an attractive night-club sited in a
marine grotto down by the water's edge, and in the
lakeside villages of Slovenia you can waltz to the tuneful
music ol squeezeboxes.

Last year we went again, taking our two teenage sons
with us. Our ultimate aim was Bulgaria, a country which
none of us had visited before and which has only been
opened to Western tourists for the last year or two.
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Sir Fitzroy Maclean
was educated at Eton
and Cambridge and is
the Conservative
Member of Parliament
for Bute and North
Ayrshire. BeforeWorld
War II he was in the
Diplomatic service,
spending some time in
Moscow and travelling
widely in the U.S.S.R.
He speaks fluent
Russian.

Sir Fitzroy has an outstanding military
record. He enlisted as a private in the Cameron
Highlanders and was commissioned in 1941.
He joined the Special Air Service Regiment in
the Middle East in January 7942 and took part
in operations behind the enemy lines in Libya.
He was awarded the Croix de Guerre in 1943 for
an operation undertaken with the Free French
parachutists. Later in 1943 he was promoted
Brigadier and was secretly dropped into Yugo-
slavia to assist the partisans. He remained in
Yugoslavia until its liberation in 1945. For his
services there he was awarded the Order of
Kutusov by the Soviet Government, the Partisan
Star First Class by Marshal Tito, and the C.B.E.
(Military Division).

Since the war Sir Filzroy has maintained his
interest in South-East Europe and has spent
several holidays there with his Land-Rover.



Ten or twelve years ago, when we first started motoring
about the Balkans, a Land-Rover, then a relatively new
invention, was practically a necessity. The roads were
appalling, quite a lot of the bridges were down and you
never knew when you wouldn't have to ford rivers or
plough your way across open fields. Now, this is no
longer so. Most of the main roads in Yugoslavia are
excellent and the same, we found, applies to Bulgaria.
A good deal of our trip could have perfectly well been
made in an ordinary saloon car. But we took a Land-
Rover all the same, and I would always do so again.
The moment you leave the main roads you are apt to
run into trouble, and side roads have a way of suddenly
degenerating into deeply rutted cart tracks or petering
out altogether. Or else you find that a bridge is down
and that, if you want to get any farther, you must make
your way down a steep crumbling bank, through a fast-
flowing stream and up the other side. Those are moments
when an extra range of gears, four-wheel drive, specially
constructed springs and heavy duty tyres make all the
difference. .Besides, we-are both poor mechanics, and on
a previous journey we had succeeded in covering 10,000
miles of rough going in a Land-Rover without ever
having to look inside the bonnet-a very considerable
recommen4ation from our point of view. There is
another thing. In a Land-Rover you can leave the road
altogether, if you like, and go aqoss country, which
comes in very useful when you want to have a closer
look at something off the road or when you are trying to
find a good place to camp.

l\lrlre antl inr)rr {orrrists can he seerr in thc \treets of
llubrorriiL. \ rrgosllni:1.

Camping to me is half the fun of the thing. It makes
you far more mobile and independent. No need to
register with the police. No need to book rooms. You
can stop when you like and start when you like. And
then what is better than going to sleep with the wind on
your lace and the stars above you and waking in the
mountains at sunrise to survey some splendid prospect
over land and sea?

We flatter ourselves that, in our own rather amateurish
way, we have reduced camping-our sort of camping,
that is-to a fine art, though I do not know that our
methods would appeal to everyone. We take in the back
of our long-wheelbase Land-Rover no tents, but simply
sleeping-bags with a Lilo or Dunlopillo mattress. If it
rains, which in these parts at the right time of year it

hardly ever does, we do not camp, but put up the hood
and simply keep on drivrng till the rain srops. Other
important items of our equipment are a calor-gas
cooker, some pots and pans, and a certain amount of
tinned food. This is my wife's province, and, by supple-
menting our tinned provisions with local produce,
fresh meat, butter, bacon, eggs, fruit and vegetables,
bought as we go along, she is able to produce excellent
meals in the most uncivilised surroundings. Water we
carry in one or two good-sized containers. Also a spare
jerrycan of petrol. And usually a straw-covered demijohn
of wine. The remaining space (after fitting in the two
boys) is taken up with clothes : a kit-bag each, crammed
with shirts and slacks and sweaters, and a jointly shared
suitcase containing some tidier clothes for visiting local
celebrities.

People sometimes ask me whether there is any danger
from brigands or bandits on journeys of this kind. I can
only say that on the four long trips we have made since
the War through the Balkans, Turkey and Persia, my
wife and I have never, to our knowledge, seen a single
bandit or encountered anything but the greatest kindness
and hospitality from the authorities and local population.
In many ways, the wilder the country you are travelling
through, the safer you are. That, at least, is the principle
I have always golte on, and, speaking for myself, I would
far rather camp out in the wilds of Anatolia than in
Epping Forest or on the Riviera.

We approached Yugoslavia by way of Germany and
Austria, crossing the frontier at Gradina and camping
in a remote mountain pass on the other side in Slovenia
beneath the towering nass of the Triglav. ln a way,
Slovenia, with its superb Alpine scenery recalls Switzer-
land or Austria, but it also possesses a character all of
its own and offers to those who are interested excellent
fi.shing, chanois-shooting, mountaineering and, in winter,
ski-ing. For travellers with more urban tastes,
Ljubljana, the capital, formerly Laibach, is an attractive
little town, part mediaeval and part baroque, and The
Slon, or Elephant, a thoroughly civilised hotel with
fi.rst-class cooking in the Viennese style. Incidentally

t'rir.r(i :;tlri Iirr frl{lrirt11 ur;rir.r {ltr oll} bi iiirtr: i;l o..lrirlrr



From Dubrovnik a couple of hours driving brings you
to Kotor and the Bocca di Cattaro, the dramatic cleft
in the mountains which can provide anchorage for the
whole of the Mediterranean Fleet. There you start
climbing for mile after miie up a steeply zig-zaggingroad,
with a sheer drop of thousands of feet to one side of
you, up and up into the wild tangle of mountains that is
Montenegro.

Emerging from the Montenegrin highlands, we now
came down into Macedonia and, pushing on through its
rolling hills and fertile plains, arrived late the same
night at the Bulgarian frontier. It was three in the
morning before we reached our destination, the ancient
Rila Monastery nestling in a hollow in the hills. The
inn was full and so we were installed in the Patriarch's
apartments in the monastery itself, a fantastic conglom-
eration of towers and domes and galleries. From Rila,
we made our way via Sofia and the old capital, Trnovo,
to the Black Sea, crossing the Balkan Range and camping
in delightful surroundings at the top of the famous
Shipka Pass. Wherever we stopped in Bulgaria, our
Land-Rover was surrounded by excited crowds, a
new phenomenon as far as they were concerned.

The loosening-up process, which has advanced so far
in Yugoslavia, has only just begun in Bulgaria, and one
is still reminded at every turn of an outlying part of the
Soviet Union. But already greater numbers of foreign
cars are to be seen on the roads. One hears French,
English, Italian and German being spoken all round one
in the hotels. And on the dance-floors Rock an' Roll
and the Twist are beginning to make their appearance.
Most of the hotels are quite new and some of them, on
the Black Sea in particular, are startlingly modern in
appearance. They bear, like so much in Bulgaria, a
marked resemblance to similar Soviet institutions.

After a couple of days' bathing in the Black Sea, we
started on our return journey. Like the journey out, it
was marred by no untoward incidents mechanical or
otherwise. Indeed, once again, apart from putting in oil
and water, we never had to open the bonnet of our
Land-Rover or even change a wheel.

\ u[t,;lrr fjrhcrrrcn d11 irrg thrir t]01i itt Klri(ir (]n tilt
\lurrterrc:;r'il colrt.

there are several Slovenian white wines that are well
worth drinking. Not far off is Bled, on the lake of the
same name, a deservedly famous beauty spot and holiday
resort with several comfortable hotels. Either Bled or
Ljubljana makes a good first stopping place for the
traveller who has not been to Yugoslavia before and
wants time to think.

From Ljubljana we made our way to Dalmatia. There
can be very few coastlines in the world that equal
Dalmatia : the brilliant sunshine, the sparkling blue sea
with the towering barrier of craggy mountains 'rising
steeply above it ; out to sea, the islands, blue and
fantastic against the setting sun , and, dotted here and
there along the coast and on the islands, little renaissance
cities-each perfect in itself with its miniature Venetian
palaces and colonnades and churches. And while
€numerating the other attractions of Dalmatia, perhaps I
should add that ifyou like bathing and lobsters and local
white wine, you can get them at their very best.

Dubrovnik alone vaut le voyage, as the French guide-
books say. It has remained completely unspoilt through
the centuries, and a merchant of seventeenth-century
Ragusa, if he were to walk down the main street of his
city today, would find the State Haberdashery, the State
Wine Trust and the National Cosmetics Manufactury
doing business in the same premises in which he and his
friends conducted their affairs three hundred years ago.



During the winter there is normally very little in the
way of organised events for enthusiastic trials men to
tackle. This is the time of the year when Land-Rover
owners can get together over a glass of ale and yarn
about the experiences of the last 12 months. But it was
not quite the same this winter. There was no need to
recall the exploits of the summer when, on each excursion
to the nearest hostelry, one was apt to find half-a-dozen
cars and lorries needing assistance. Every United
Kingdom member probably has a tale or two to tell.
Earlier in this edition Molly Ollis gave us her account of
the exploits of some of the South-Western area members,
during the big freeze. Below we give Derek Walker's
account of Rovercovery on the Harrow Car Club Moss
Trophy event-a story which has been entitled . . . .

MAD DOGS AND . . GO OUT
IN THE MIDNIGHT SNOW

We were asked to attend this event by the Harrow Car
Club who were expecting some difficulty with a section
of the rally running through Savenake Forest. We set
out looking like a tool-shed with rope round it, our first
objective being Rowstock Garage, near Harwell, but as
snow was falling fast and drifting we were in business
well before reaching the starting point. Our first opera-
tion was to pull the tail-end of a lorry into the side to
stop the said lorry modifying the side panels of a coach.
As this was by police request we felt V.I.P.s. Next halt
was for a cold-looking being who told us that a car was
stuck about a mile further on. Upon investigation we
found a Long Series II vainly trying to pull (or was it
push?) a van out of the way. We assisted by pulling
both backward onto a clear stretch of road where the
other Land-Rover owner - non-member, shame on him

- connected up and towed the van to the main road.
There were 60 to 70 competitors at the start. Although

the flrst road, the A.34, was blocked a diversion was
found and we made very good time to Savenake Forest ;
we must have done, we passed two competitors on the
way. We entered the Forest by the road marked on our
map only to find later that the competitors had taken a
short cut. ln the middle of the Forest we hit a drift, or
rather ploughed our way into the middle of it. There
was only one way out-reverse. The gear lever was
pushed in the appropriate direction and found to be
"sort of detached" from the other end. Most upsetting,
but without further regret or naughty words the gearbox
cover was removed, as was the rest of the gear change
lever and from then on gears were either o'selected" with
a pair of pliers or a standard gearing of Top in low or
high ratio used-noisy but effective. We got over to the
finish after 'phoning Control and hearing a tale of
impassable roads. The Rally had been cancelled. At
five in the morning we arrived in Oxford (we thought a
garage might be open where we could borrow welding
gear) and spent a cold hour and a half waiting for

breakfast. After breakfast we went back to Savenake
Forest to do some more work. This time we found and
extracted a sports car which had stuck and frozen in. We
set offtoward another casualty only to find that the road
was blocked and he had dug himself out anyway. We
eventually arrived back home feeling cold, tired but
happy with the night's work.

SEQUEL TO THE BONFIRE MEETS
A correspondent who prefers to remqin anonymous has
qsked us to publish the following article as an expression
of thanks to the Midland area members of the Club.

In their short career, the 1st Lapworth Scouts have
made many friends, not least among them being the
Midland area members of the Land-Rover Owners'
Club. With a generosity and bonhomie that seems to
typify their get-togethers, the Land-Rover people have
given loyal support to a very young country troop
struggling to make ends meet.

The most important date so far for the Scouts was just
before Christmas when their Scout hut was officially
opened. It was the culmination of months of hard work,
not only by those engaged on the actual building work
but also for comntittee members and friends in the
Land-Rover Owners' Club who have worked to raise
money for this ambitious project.

The Scout book-of-rules emphasises the importance of
a headquarters that a troop can call its own. When
the Lapworth Scout Group was formed about two years
ago, there was nowhere for them but the Village Hall.
And while this sort of meeting place could provide the
necessary accommodation, it was only a second best.
Before long, the Scoutmaster, Mr. "Buddy" Burgoine,
and his senior boys were giving serious consideration to
building or otherwise acquiring a hut.

Being only a small Group, however, meant there were
very limited finances to meet such a plan and a limited
number of hands to tackle a building project. But they
were undismayed. There were sources they could tap for
materials, spare hands they could call on to lay bricks
and do the general donkey work. However long it took
to complete, it was worth trying to make a start.

Then Mr. Horace Barnard stepped in with an offer of
a site on his grounds, Kingswood Farm. Mr. Barnard
happened to be the father of one of the Scouts, Terry and,
happily, is also a member of the Land-i{over Owners;
Club. More, he is also a practical builder and needed no
persuading to help with something so near to his heart.

Gradually the Scout hut took shape. The imagination
boggles at what was used for the timber walls and roof,
and when the bad weather set in towards December
there were a few misgivings among the more sober-
minded members of the group committee about the
grand opening ceremony planned for December 74.
Would it all be ready in time ?
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It was-almost. It didn't really matter that there were
gaping holes between walls and roof. The refinements
could come later. A large fireplace and a plentiful supply
of logs meant that warmth at least could be provided on
a cold night-though nobody anticipated being smoked
out. With such a low chimney to the fireplace, it had
been decided to add a milk churn to give extra height.

But when the smoke poured into the hut at a hair-raising
rate of knots, the milk churn was simply knocked off-
and all was serene from then on.

The ceremony had been arranged to coincide with the
Christmas draw run by the Group. The Scout District
Commissioner, Mr. Philip Rutter, had been asked to
perform the official opening and make the draw. There
was to be a barbecue to which parents and other Scouts
had been invited. It was undoubtedly the boys' first
big day.

A fair crowd gathered to watch as the Scouts and Cubs,
several from visiting groups, lined up as a guard-of-
honour outside the entrance to the hut. The group flags
had been draped across the doorway and drawn together
with a tape. Mr. Rutter walked between the two rows
of uniformed boys, made an appropriate little speech and
then cut the tape for the flags to unfurl.

This was the moment the lads had worked for over all
those months. This was what the money raised was
helping to achieve. Two bonfire meets run by the
Midland area of the L.R.O.C. had helped with raffies
among members and generous donations to the Scouts
for their work as cooks.

The ceremonies over, the boys sat in a circle for
campfire songs. It was a big success, both socially and
financially, and a congratulatory note afterwards from
the District Commissioner was a worthv testimonial.

A PRffiF=ffiSSKffiNAg- RffiVMKTffiVKRHffi"
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While recovery is a fairly light-hearted thing to most
members of the L.R.O.C. it is viewed in an entirely
different light by people who operate a breakdown or
accident recovery service. Know-how and the right
equipment are essentials to the professional and speed
must also be considered. Especially during the night-
time or in bad weather like that we have just experienced
any obstruction on the road can be lethal and must be
removed in the shortest possible time.

Noel Gleeson has been operating a radio-controlled
emergency recovery service for some time in Eire. His
diesel-engined Long hard top has been equipped, at a
cost of f,l,700, with all manner of recovery equipment,
including the ubiquitous capstan winch. Special means
have been devised for extracting cars from ditches and
from sand.

Noel Gleeson's vehicle made the headlines on the
evening of the last day of 1961 when he was called out
to rescue television engineers who were stranded at the
Telefis Eireann transmitter on Kippure, the highest peak
of the Dublin mountains. Three different routes were
tried and only after six hours of battling through
blizzards were the engineers found and picked up.
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tflo United Kingdom members of the Land-Rover
I Owners' Club, whose nearest bit of jungle is the
^ Land-Rover demonstration track at Solihull, the

thought of mile upon square mile of lush jungle is
positively enticing. Even the word 'Jungle" is enough
to send us off into the realms of fantasy dreaming of
uncrossed swamps and unknown hazards to be overcome,
of wild animals, uncivilised natives, rugged adventure

-and 
danger. We can do no more than dream : but in

the Philippines there are still huge tracts of tropical
forest to be conquered.

In the early hours of October lth, 1962, 10 Land-
Rovers and 34 drivers and crew members set off from
the Luneta, Manila on the First Philippine Land-Rover
Safari. The aim of the exercise, led by Tadeo Cubero,
Sales Manager, Car and Truck Group, G.A.Machineries
Inc., was to penetrate the little-known hinterland of
L\zon, the main island, and prove that Land-Rovers
could go where no motor vehicles had ever been before.

i

After the send-off ceremony at the Luneta the Land-
Rover convoy, escorted by motorcycle policemen, drove
through Manila and Quezon City before breaking away
towards Tanay and open country. The first days were
the roughest for both vehicles and men. On the first
night out Land-Rover No. 5, carrying the radio trans-
ceiver, took a tight turn on the narrow, slithering, muddy
trails of Samlay and found itself gingerly balancing on
three wheels on the edge of a cliff. Other Land-Rovers
winched No. 5 out of danger ; the only casualty was the
whip aerial of the vehicle which broke off and Eddie San
Jose, of the Special Events Division of CBN-DZQL,
DZXL-TV (the local radio and television stations), who
was supposed to be making hourly reports on the
progress of the safari, found himself without a radio.
For two days two-way radio communication could be
made only when the safari stopped and the communica-
tions crew could rig a 60-foot wire aerial.

The safari continued its dillicult way to Sta. Inez.
There was a general feeling among the men that there was
nothing that could stop a Land-Rover. They had driven
through deep mud, high mountains, rain forests, deep
rivers and other obstacles that would have stopped any
other vehicle. So what was there that could prevent them
from going on to their first refuelling point in Montalban ?

They soon found the answer when reconna-issance
showed that in order to reach Montalban from their
present position the safari would have to overcome
perpendicular cliffs. While the Land-Rover was designed
to overcome most obstacles it did not have wings, nor
was there time to cut a detour around the cliffs. So they
back-tracked to Tanay where they refuelled and once
again set off into jungles towards Bosoboso, Panugay
and Montalban.



Mud, two to three-feet deep, slowed down the safari
on this leg. Only after five hours of constant mud-
plugging were they able to br:eak out on to firmer
ground where they spent ihe fourth. night. The following
morning everyone was in high spirits. Estimates from
the leaders showed that they would be able to make
Montalbar, before nightfall ; they were already two
days ahead of schedule despite the diffrculties.

It was on the way out of Marikina on the fifth after-
noon, that the only serious incident occurred. While
negotiating a sharp turn on Mount Lahaban, Land-Rover
No. 3 veered sharply to avoid an unexpected pot-hole,
crashed through the brush-covered shoulder and sailed
into mid-air. It rebounded seven times down a 150-foot
slope and landed tightly wedged in a ravine. Ernie Yabut
who was driving held tight to the wheel, Eddie Limjap
hung on to his side of the Land-Rover but Willie
Murphy, who was in the centre, did not have anything
solid to grab. He bounced around and was finally
thrown through the canvas hood landing several feet
above the vehicle.

No. 5 sent out a distress call to the safari nerve-centre
in Manila and in a matter of minutes a Philippine Air

Force rescue helicopter arrived at the scene. Willie
Murphy, who suffered a fractured knee-cap, and Eddie
Limjap were air-lifted direct to the San Juan de Dios
Hospital for treatment. Ernie Yabut refused to go with
them and remained to supervise the recovery of his
vehicle. Within two hours Land-Rover No. 3 was
pulled out of the ravine and was then driven to
Montalban. There it was checked out, fitted with new
lront tyres, canvas hood and windscreen and, when the
safari continued on its way the following day, Land-
Rover No. 3 with Ernie Yabut and Eddie Limjap aboard
was still a part of it.
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return and Willie Murphy was given a standing ovation
when he rejoined his comrades in a wheel-chaii.

The First Philippine Land-Rover Safari was sponsored
by G.A.Machineries Incorporated, assemblers and
distributors of Land-Rovers in the Philippines ; The
Goodyear Tyre and Rubber Company of the Philippines,
makers of Gocdyear Super Road Lug tires ; and The
Shell Company of the Philippines Ltd., who supplied all
the fuel, lubricants, greases and brake fluids used. The
safari was much more than just an adventure. It had
made history by conquering the uncharted areas of
Luzon and proved that the Land-Rover, by being able
to transport the nation's produce to market from
almost any part of the country, can play an important
part in the economic development of the Philippines.
A Second Philippine Safari is already being planned-
and there is no lack of volunteers !

After the tough few days between Tanay and Montal-
ban, the mountain trails and logging areas in the other
parts of Luzon seemed comparatively easy, and the
safari made good time all the way to Bontoc. Here the
District Engineer informed the safari that 14 kilometres
of the Lubuagan-Bangued trail was impassable. Because
communication with the nerve-centre was out (dust had
damaged the transceiver) the safari leaders decided not
to take a chance and found an alternative route.

The trip southward from Bangued was quite unevent-
ful. The 10 Land-Rovers raced along rain-drenched
highways to Dagupan and Lingayen where they were
delayed as the Agno River had to be crossed by ferry.
The eleventh night was spent at picturesque Lucap
Point, overlooking the Hundred Islands and the China
Sea. The safari again hit the road for the centre of
Zambales Province. Setting off from Potolan, Zambales
they over-enthusiastically tackled a deep river with a
soft muddy bottom which bogged down five vehicles !

New fording points had to be charted while the vehicles
were winched out.

The safari made a triumphant return to Manila after
14 days out in the wilds and were given a fabulous
reception by beautiful movie stars who presented each
member with leis. Government and diplomatic officials
were present at the celebration dinner that followed their
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